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Abstract
lkk is a paper on the Chidzobn paradox in deontic
logic. i%ree pobats are raised the distincrwn
between “vwlability” and &feasibility, the view that
the Chisholm paradox h only a problem for a certain
category of obligatwns, and the choice between
factual and deontic ktachment in a solutwn of the
paraalx

1. Introduction

It is remarkable how a single, short paper can
domimte the discussions in a certain field for about
thirty years. In Volume 24 of “Analysis” (1963),
Rodenck M. Chisholm wrote a brief article entitled
“Contrary-to-duty Imperatives and Deontic Logic”, in
which he drew attention to a problem that from then
on has continued to fascinate and inspire deontic
logicians: the Chisholm paradox. Much has been
written about the Chisholm paradox; various
diagnoses and strategies for sclutions have been
proposed. And hem is another contribution. I will
start with a description of the paradox. Next, my aim
is not to structure or discuss the literature, but to
address a few issues that, in my view, have been
overlooked so far. First, the problem itself will be
introduced in section 2, and it will be distinguished
from another issue that it is often confused with. In
section 3, the time-element in the Chisholm paradox
will be considere~ leading to a proposal for a
distinction between two categories of obligations. In
my view, for only one of these categories the
Chisholm paradox really is a problem. In section 4
some remarks will be made concerning the question
of detachment. This paper is a report on work in
progress on deontic logic.
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The relevance of deontic logic for the formalization
of legal reasoning has been demonstrated by Jones
on various occasions, among others in Jones 1990.
Put very briefly, his point is that some repreaentadon
of deontic modalities is needed whenever the norms
that are to be repmented can be meaningfully said to
be “violable”, in other words: whenever it may be the
case that what “is” and what “ought to be” are not
identical. He has also argued that this situation is not
confined to special parts of the law, nor to so41ed
had cases. Indee& much of the everyday life of the
law is concerned with what should happen when
norms are broken. And thus, a “solution” for the
Chisholm pamdox is needed for an adequate
formalization of legal reasoning.

In this paper I will take Standard Deontic Logic

(SDL) as a starting point. As the discussion will not
be on logical technicalities, but rather on intuitions
regarding the Chisholm paradox, I will keep the
logical component of this paper to a minimum. SDL
is based on propositional logi~ the monadic deontic
operator “O” (to be xead as: “it ought to be the case
that”) is added to the vocabulary. SDL (or system
KD in Chellas’ taxonomy) is axiomatized by the rule
of inference

(P, A AV.)-Q. . .

ROK (Opl A . . . A op~ + oq

and the single schema

OD* +p A o-p).l

‘ Chdlas 19s0, p. 190.



2. The Chisholm paradox The same goes for (3). Changing (3) to

The standard example, used by Chisholm in his
original paper, consists of the following sentences:

1. it ought to be that a certain man go to the
assistance of his neighboura;

2. it ought to be that if he does go he tell them he is
coming,

3, if he does not go, then he ought not to tell them
he is coming and

4. he does not go.

Or the same in a more general form:

1. it ought to be that K
2. it ought to be that if p then ~
3. if not p, then it ought to be that not ~ and
4. not p.

It is said that intuitively this set of sentences is
emsistent and that all of the sentences are logically
independent of each other. So a satisfactory
formalization should expn%s this consistency and
independence. Moreover, it should be possible to
draw eertai~ perhaps defensible, conclusions from
the formalized sentences.

A straightforwaxi formalization in SDL would be:

(1) Op
(2) O(p+q)

(3) -p + Olq
(4) -p.

These sentences are contradictory: from (1) and (2)
follows 0q2 and from (3) and (4) follows 0=q.3

It is possible to tmde consistency for independence:
if (2) is changed to

(2*) p-oq

this is implied by (4), since -p + (p + Oq) is a
tautology of the system (falsity implies anythin~).

you also lose independence because Op ~ O@ v
-q) is valid and O@ v -@ is equivalent to
0(-p + -q).

The obligation expressed by (3) is commonly called
a “contrary-to-duty” obligatio~ for it is conditional
on some other obligation having been violated.

I think that, at this point it is important to see that
“violability” is not the same as “defensibility”. The
Chisholm problem cmcerns violability: the problem
is how to formalize the normative situation that
arises when some obligation is broken (violated). The
problem of defensibility, on the other hand, concerns
the situation that arises when the original obligation
is defeated by something “stronger”, for example
when an unforeseen situation has come up that calls
for an exception. Defensibility is an important issue
in the formalization of legal reasoning, because in
the application of the law, it is not uncommon that
for the case at hand, an exception to a certain rule is
argued for. For formalization this means that some
form of nonmonotonicity must be incorporated in the
logic. But this is not the subject-matter of this paper.
However, both phenomena may play a role in one
case: a contmry-to-duty obligation may hold for an
agent who has violated some primary obligation
because it was defeated. Take for example the
original Chisholm set: for the ageng the obligation to
go to his neighbors’ assistance maybe defeated by
his obligation to stay with his seriously-ill daughter.
But even so, the cmdrary-toduty obligation not to
call holds for him. The problem of defensibility
concerns the question of how to represent the fact
that the primary obligation is overridden by a
stronger obligation. The problem of violability
concerns the question of how to represent the fact
that the contrary-toduty obligation holds when the
primary obligation has been violated.

2 by so-catted “dcontic detachment”: Op A O@ + q) A Oq.

This is a theorem of SDL following from the K-axiom
W“Q”(OP” W

s by “modus ponons”, in this context also dted “factual

&tschment”: (p A (p - O@) - Oq.

4 Formally (-PA P)+@
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3. Time 3.1 ‘One shot” obligations

An issue of controversy regarding the Chisholrn set
is whether or not time is relevant. Solutions have
been proposeds that represent time explicitly, so that
the question is not so much what can be concluded
from the sentences, but rather what the agent’s
normative position is at any moment in time. Joness
has argued that a representation of time is not
essential, since it may be the case that all four
sentences of the set are true at one and the same
moment in time. And that, according to Jones, is
wiiat the’ Chisholm paradox is about: how to
represent the normative situation that arises at the
moment when all of the four sentences are true.

Regarding the time-question, the example that
Chisholm uses to illustrate his point is rather
unfortunate, because it contains a time-element that
is not essential to the problem of violability. In the
example used by Chishol~ first the agent has to
decide whether or not he goes to his neighboura’
assistance. Dependent on this decisio% he should (or
should not) cdl, and finally he goes (or doesn’t go).
So the conditional obligation of lines (2) and (3)
comes after the decisio% but before he actually goes
(or doesn’t go). But the primary obligation of line (1)
concerns going, not deciding to go. So the example
by Chisholm is like: you should do p, and if you do
p, then you should @ do q. This complication is
not needed for bringing out the point that the set is
supposed to illustrate; namely, the situation that
arises after some obligation baa been broken (for
example: you should behave in some way, and if you
don’~ you are liable for damages)?

S U3wer and Befzer 19S3, Van Eck 1982

‘ Jones1990 and Jones 1992
7 J.J. Ch. Meyer (in a presentation for the Dutch working group

on logic and law) distirtguishss between “backward” and
‘forward” veraiona of the CJdaholrn set. In a “tmckward”

Chiehotm ee~ q comes before p (aa in Cbieholm’s own

example), in a “forward” Chisholm set, q comes after p. Mwer

and Befzer 19S3 hsve reformulated the Chisholm set in a
forward version in order to demonstrate their 3-D’s solution.

It seems to me, that the example that Jones uses has
its own problems regarding time. His example
concerns Library Regulations: the normative position
of agent X who has borrowed a book Y.

1. X Shd! returnY by date due.
2. If X returns Y by date due then disciplinary action

shall not be taken against X.
3. If X does not return Y by date due then

disciplinary action shall be taken against X.
4. X does not return Y by date due!

Now, according to Jones, the Chisholm problem
arises at the moment that all of these four sentences
are true. That is, at the moment under Consideration
it is established that (4): X does not return Y by date
due. As far as I can see, this can only be asserted
after the final chance for X to return the book has
passed - before that, he may still return the book and
it cannot yet be said that “X does not return Y by
date due”. On the other hand, at the moment that (4)
is true, it is no longer meaningful to say that (l), X
shall return Y by date due, because, by lapse of time,
X is no longer in a position to return Y by date
due? And thus, if the deontic logic used has the
‘ought-implies-can”-principle, (1) cannot be true at
the same moment that (4) is, at least in this example.

This example concerns what I should like to call a
“one shot” obligation (of returning the book by date
due to the library). Up to date due, that is (as far as
the example is concerned) the only obligation the
agent has; lines (2) and (3) are not yet relevant. After
date due has passed without X having returned the
book to the library, the situation has changed. His
original obligation (1) has been violated, and as a
result, the contrary-to-duty (c-t-d) situation has
arise~ described by line (3).

obll~dom return tbc book by date due

time 1-
-td dtuadea: Iiabiity to diseiptirwyaction

So, it seems to me that in cases like this (of a one
shot obligation) the Chisholrn paradox does not arise.
First, there is only the original obligation of line (l);
after it has been irreversibly established that that

‘ Jones 1%0, p. 241.
s It may of course wefl be that X is stilt under an obligation to

return the book bnt that is not the point hen% the origiwd
obligation to return the book by date due has beut viofatsd

and as it k no longer possible to fulfil ik it is no longer an
obligation that hol& at that moment.



obligation has been violated, only the contrary-to-
duty obligation is relevant. And at the moment that
all of the four sentences are true, (1) cannot be seen

as a “cue for action”l”. Rather, it is perhaps best
seen as a description of a state of affairs that should

be true at that moment. Meyer 1988 has worked out
this distinction between actions and assertions in a
deontic logic as a variant of dynamic logic. It
appears that the Chisholm paradox (in its “forward”
version) dissolves quite elegantly when this
distinction between actions and assertions is made in
the formalization.

3.2 Standng obligatwns

This is not to say that it may never happen that
situations arise in which all of the four sentences of a
Chisholm set are true at the same moment in time.
Consider the following example.

1.

2.

3.

4.

In

Xhaatosee toitthat hehaa no mote than six
library-books in his possession.
if he has no more than six books then disciplinary
action shall not be taken against X.
if he has more than six books then disciplinary
action shall be taken against X.
X has more than six books.

this Case,ll there is not a “one shot” obligation,
but an obligation of a certain duration - a “standing
obligation” - that is related not to a particular action
but to a particular state of affiirs. As long as X has
mote than six books in his possessio~ his primary
obligation is to see to it that this forbidden situation
ceases. However, as long as the situation persists, he
is liable to disciplinary action. But all the time that
he is liable to disciplinary actio% still his primary,
actual obligation is to see to it that the situation is
terminated. So, at the moment the four sentences are
true, there is in some sense a “conflict” of
obligations12 in that both obligations (which may or
may not be compatible) hold at the same time.

10

11

12

in the terminology of Van E& 19S2

in which it is assumed that the poaaibllity of violating the

primary obligation is not excluded by technical means: that is,

it is not made itqmaible (e.g. by using some electronic

device) to have more than six books on loan.
In the mxampl.sgivcq Wabit3ty to disciptinmy action” 3anot an
obligation of the agrn$ but it does concern his normative

position. I have dmsen this example to stay as close as
possible to Jon=’ library example. Iines 2 and 3 can,

however, easily be changed to obligations: e.g. X doesn’t have

to (and has to, respectively) pay a fine.

obligsdom seeingto it that be bu no ❑ OM UWI six W

time

c-t-d dtmdoa: liability to di#c@iilI~ acdoa

This Qnflict of obligations is between lines (1) and

(3), and not between what can be deduced on the
basis of (1) and (2) on the one han~ and (3) and (4)
on the other. I shall return to this question of
detachment below.

In my view, a Chisholm problem only arises when
standing obligations are at stake. Then there is, I
thirdq a kind of im%ngruity that can be felt
intuitively: something is ordered, but at the same
time a contingency plan is provided for in case the

primary obligation is not complied wit~13 but even
if this contingency plan is followed, still the original
obligation mnains in force and remains the primary
cue for action. So, the agent has two - possibly
incompatible - obligations, that are, nevertheless,
hierarchically ordered. For, clearly, the primary
obligation of line (1) of the Chisholm set has
priority~4 But if that obligation is violated, then the
agent can prevent things from getting even wotse by
complying with the contrary-toduty obligation.is

On this distinction also, the original Chisholm set is
not well-chosen for “going to one’s neighbors’
assistance” as a “principle” might be seen as a
standing obligatio~ while in the rest of the se~ it is
suggested that it must be seen as a one shot
obligation. Moreover, it is a one shot obligation in
which it is extremely unclear when the “breaking
point” is; when it is established that the agent doesn’t

13

14

H
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I felt the cotttradictoty aspect of contrary-to-duty obligations

very clearly one day when I was acting as an official in a

towing contest. By police o- the river on that day was

open for rowing boats only, so no motorboats wae ailowed.
So when I saw a motorboat auiaing in the middle of the race,

I ordered it to atop immediately. At the same time it was clear

to me that it would ignore this order - otherwise it woul&’t

have come this far. So, ne@ I urged it to go on the larboard

side and as slowly as possible. I was then acmsed of
contradiction by the people on this tit first ordering them to

stop and then ordering them to go on tarboard side From this
contradiction they concluded that anything was permitted: they
went on, full s= right through the race - leaving me very

frustrated on the one hand but at the same time @ding me

with a clear feeling of what the Chiaholm pradox is abmm

Sq if there ia a conflict of two obligations A and B, where the

obligation B is eonditiottal on obligation A being violat@ then

obligation A is the “stronger” one.

This rdao implies that, for the Chiiholm exampq there are
various “degrees” of violatiotx the Grat being that the agent

doesn’t go to the help of his neighboura (but complies with the
contrary-to-duty obligation in that he doesn’t call~ the second
- and worse - that he doesn’t go but doca call. And of course a
third alternative is that he goes, but doesn’t call.



go. For if you read the set as it is, then it seems to
me that the answer to the question what the man
should do is: go to his neighbors’ assistance (as
with a standing obligation)$c

This is not the case for what I have called “one shot”
obligations: there, the contrary-to-duty obligation

only plays a role when it is irreversibly established
that the primary obligation is not complied with}’

And from the moment the contrary-to-duty obligation
has come into play, the primary obligation is no
longer a cue for action.

4. Deontic detachment

The last point I want to make concerns detachment.
It is sometimes suggested that for a solution to the
Chisholm paradox a choice should be made between
deontic detachment (concluding that Oq from the
first two lines of the Chisholm set) and factual
detachment (concluding that O-q from the last two
lines of the Chisholm set)~8 Clearly, in SDL as it is
we have botblg which is one of the causes of the
Chisholm paradox in the first place.

I think that, intuitively, in concluding Oq from Op
and O@ + q), the assumption is made that the norm
Op is (or will be) complied wia in other words that
p is (or will be) the Case.w In the original example:
the obligation to tell the neighbors that he is coming
is conditional on the agent’s going.

Now it may be that, in some situations, the
assumption that a norm is (or will be) complied with
is not an unreasonable assumption to make; probably
in everyday-normative-reasoning, such assumptions
are often not made explicit in the form of conditions.
An example: in order to do my work I need some
library books, so I have to go to the library to get
them. When it is held that I have to go to the library,
that is on the assumption that I fulfll my obligation

16
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See afso Decew 1981.
Its the examp4e of a one-shot obligation used hem, it is easy @
determine when it is irreversibly established that the primary
obligation is violstedj viz when date due has passed without
the agent having returned rhe book. Obviously, thii is not

always so cleaq it is for exampfe the function of serving notice

upon a debtor to make this clear.
JAwer and Baker 1983, Herreatad 1991, Jones 1990 and Jones

1992.
drxmtic detachment Op A O@ + q) + Oq fotlows from

SDL’S K-axiom O@_ q) + (OP -O m fSCtUSl&tadurtenc
pA@+C)q) +@iSiSU ktSt6=OfmodUs ~nens.

Astdj in the ChishOfm padox, not onfy dcea Oq not hold in
case Op is not compfied with, the contrary holdx Gq.

to do my work. When asked why I have to go to the
library, probably an answer to that extent will be
given (“to get books I need for my work”).

However, this does not mean that in the logical form
such an assumption should also be left implicit. It
seems to me that one may not conclude an
unqualified Oq from Op and O@ + q). Oq is
conditional on p being the Case?l I think that a
solution to the Chishohn paradox should be found in
giving up deontic detachment as it is in SD~ as is
done, among others, in the conditional approaches by
Chellasn and Soeteman.n

Also, I think it is better not to call this (in my view
conditional) obligation Oq a “prima facie” obligation
but rather to rmerve the term “prima facie” (and with
it the distinction between ‘prima facie” and “actual”
obligations) for the context of defensibility: a prima
facie obligation then being an obligation that may
still be defeated by an unfomeen circumstance (a
stronger obligation). An actual obligation would then
be an obligation of which we know that this has not
happened: that it is not defeated. Examples are easily
thought up: an obligation to return a library book
may be defeated by instant acute illness of a friend
(likewise for the obligation to go to one’s
neighbors’ assistance). Still, as said before, a
secondary obligation may arise when the first
obligation is violated because it was defeated.
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